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Andrew Coates (en) 09/04/20 Keeping a set of dumbbells at home is the perfect insurance policy against missed workouts. They will maintain maintenance and even progression when you can't make it to the gym. But they are not without drawbacks for progressive strength training. Fixed dumbbells are expensive, so you probably don't
have a full set. And adjustable dumbbells are usually on top at 50-90 pounds. This limits the download as the primary source of congestion. The only solution is to emphasize other strategies. Shift the focus to other forms of progressive overload, such as these: 1. Higher Reps Create a more total volume. Getting to near failure is crucial for
hypertrophy. Your heavy dumbbells can take about 10 reps to achieve failure, while your lungs can take 20. So you can still get the benefits of almost failing training for muscle growth by simply upping reps. It will be grueling, but it will separate the contenders from the contenders. 2. More kits Adding kits is the best strategy to increase the
overall workload, as long as they are tight rather than junk volume. A large amount of hard kits is one of the best indicators for effective learning. In sub-optimal training, you will find it difficult to perform enough weekly hard kits for overtraining, so you'll have a built-in warranty. 3. Slower To temper Add time under stress and difficulty,
slowing down each representative. Take 3-5 seconds for the positive and/or negative part of your reps. Even if you have access to the gym, it's still a great way to challenge your muscles with a new stimulus. 4. Higher density Take shorter rest periods. This adds to the difficulty and metabolic stress. It tends to increase conditioning and
working ability, compared to pure strength or muscle growth. 5. Improved shape, control and range of motion are all related. Improving exercise is an underrated part of progression. This will result in greater strength and ability to perform more volume over time. Increased ability and strength often allow the use of a greater range of
motion, which in turn improves growth and strength. Use one or more of these strategies to compensate for the load restrictions so your workouts don't suffer. Full Body Workout This is a complete dumbbell training program. You will see two exercises on the part of the body. The alternative between exercise workouts, rest day, exercise B
exercise, rest day, and repeat. Workout Floor Dumbbell Press 3-Point Dumbbell Row Military Dumbbell Press Cup Dumb Dumb Dumb Dumbbell RDL Dumb Workout B Dumbbell Press Beth-Nad Dumbbell Row Arnold Push Rear-Foot Elevated Split Squat Dumbbell RDL Tupumbell Skull For Chest: Floor Press You may not have access to
the bench, but on the press floor It can be challenging to load heavy dumbbells into a position on the floor, and risk breaking adjustable dumbbells by dropping them, so use moderate weight for higher reps to create tension and get a pump. Workout A. Floor Dumbbell Push Put on the floor with bent bent and feet on the ground. Load the
dumbbells into a position with the top hand between neutral to 60 degrees from the torso. Push the weight up and then draw it back down by retracting the shoulder blade. Suspend your elbows to the ground for 1-2 seconds and then repeat. The floor reduces the range of motion, so use a controlled pause at the bottom. If you have
adjustable dumbbells or boot choices, make 3 ramping sets of 15-20 repetitions of the ascending pyramid style. Go from a lighter weight to a heavier weight and back down. If you can't adjust the load, slow down the rep rate as needed to cause the set to almost fail. Workout B. Dumbbell Bridge Push Hold the gluteal bridge for the duration
of your set. By lifting your hips and with your knees bent 90 degrees, you create a lower pressing angle. Completely expand the hips while keeping the abs engaged and the lumbar spine neutral. Additional gluteal preparation is secondary to creating another angle for breast training. Otherwise, make your bridge press as your floor
presses. The 3 ramping sets are 15-20 repetitions of the ascending pyramid style. Go from a lighter weight to a heavier weight and back down. If you can't adjust the weight, slow down the pace of the rep as needed to bring the set almost to failure. For the back: Dumbbell Row assuming you don't have a bench at home, you have two
options. For both, make sure you maintain a neutral spine through movement, allowing your shoulder blades to fully tighten and retract through each representative workout A. 3-point Dumbbell Row Find something to brace yourself against: a sturdy chair, table, or counter, etc. setting with your torso parallel to the floor or slightly upright
from the parallel and hand braced. Flex your abs to keep the lower back neutral. Maintain a slight bend in the knee to keep the tension in the hamstrings and buttocks and away from the lower back. As you paddle, avoid rotating on your spine or drawing your elbow over your torso to where the ball of your shoulder socket slides forward.
Make 4 sets of 15-20. Training B. Bent-Over Dumbbell Row Find the right grip. While behind the scenes work, it can feel more natural with an over-the-top grip and dumbbells rotating about 45 degrees on the sides of your body. The weight sits closer to the center of gravity and you feel less lower back stress. Stand in the lower position of
the Romanian lift with a slight bend in the knee and tension in the hamstrings and buttocks. Flex your abs and maintain a straight lower back. Allow the weight to go down close to your knees and then paddle up and towards the navel. Make 4 sets of 10-15. For the shoulders: Dumbbell Shoulder Push These Standing, Kneeling (if your
ceiling is too low), or grab a chair. Allow the shoulder blades up to rotate with movement. Keep the abs tight and avoid excessive lumbar bending. Training A. Military Click Select the best hand angle and choose between wide to neutral grip. Keep the dumbbell, wrist and elbow stacked. Make 4 sets of 12-20. Training B. Arnold Press Start
with the palms in front of you and elbows elbows Forward. Turn your elbows outwards and press upwards until your palms face forward at the top. Make the upward movement match with the rotation. Make 4 sets of 10-15 on each side. For the legs and buttocks: squat dumbbells limit the load, but can still provide a training boost for
growth. This is an opportunity to give your joints and spine a break when pressing your muscles hard. Training A. Dumbbell Cup squats Cup squats will fry quad bikes, work abs and upper back, and increase your ability to learn. Hold the dumbbell on your sternum, brace your abs, and retract your shoulder blades. Squat. Go as deep as
you can while maintaining a neutral spine. Keep your knees in line with your feet. Keep the pressure across the whole leg. Make 4-5 sets of 15-25 rising pyramids. If you can't adjust the load, slow down the rep rate as needed to cause the set to almost fail. Training B. Rear-Foot Elevated Split Squats Even more than a cup squat, they will
limit the loading of the spine and torch your quad bikes. They also create a loaded stretch for the buttocks, producing intense soreness. Lift the back foot with the laces down on the chair, sofa, or any object that is about knee height. Start with the front foot far enough forward to allow you to maintain weight in the front heel. Keep your
spine neutral by allowing your torso to turn forward as you descend. This keeps the shins upright and prevents the knee from driving forward past your noc. Note: Forward knee is good if you have ankle mobility to do so without your center of gravity shifting to the ball's feet. Most people feel less knee stress with a vertical shin. With
dumbbells in each hand or one held in the cup position, make 8-12 reps on each side before switching. Rest between the parties if necessary. For legs and buttocks: Romanian Deadlift (RDL) Easy to prioritize breasts, arms and even quad bikes, but wise lifts support strong hips and buttocks in their programs. This should not change when
you are training with limited equipment. Training A. Dumbbell RDL Turn 45 degrees dumbbells to shift more weight to the center of gravity. This reduces the tension on the lower back without compromising the workout effect for the ham and buttocks. Start with a soft knee bend and hinge forward on the hips while maintaining a neutral
spine. Descent with control until you reach your hip bending end of the range. Reverse direction and lock on the hips, not the lower back. Make 4 sets of 10-15. Training B. Sumo RDL This variation affects your hamstrings from a different angle. Set in a wide leg position and keep the dumbbells close together with a neutral grip. Start with
a soft knee bend and hinge forward on your hips while keeping Spine. Descent with control until you reach your hip bending end of the range. Reverse direction and lock on the hips, not the lower back. Make 4 sets of 10-15. For weapons: Curl and Skull Crusher Dumbbells provide unlimited straight hand training options. Many lifts use
sloppy form and too much to control. In this regard, you can break bad habits and use a strict form. Exercise A. Dumbbell Curl Start each curl with the palm face forward with the elbow completely expanded. Ditch the half-hammer curl and stretch both bicep heads under load through the full range of motion. Flex elbow and elbow weight
with minimal shoulder movement. Emphasize the negative by slowing it down for additional mechanical voltage. Pause on each side as you alternate arms. Make 4 sets of 12-25. Workout B. Dumbbell Skull Crusher Put on the floor and hold the dumbbells with a neutral grip. Start with hands extended to the ceiling. Choose a shoulder
angle close to 90 degrees from your body. Loop on the elbows and reduce the weight on the sides of the head while keeping the shoulders stable. Individual dumbbells will be less stable than using a bar, which requires a lighter load. Make 4 sets of 10-20. The good news is it doesn't take much training to maintain muscle mass. You may
even find yourself making modest progress. When faced with limited tools, you keep the choice of attitude. You can get hung up on what's missing, or you can be grateful for the tools you have and take the opportunity to perfect your technique and immerse yourself in a different style of learning. Related: One Dumbbell Workout Related:
Death from Dumbbell - Workout Andrew Coates is a trainer who is focused on developing strength for ordinary people and young athletes. He is a cohost and writer of the Fitness Devil podcast. Follow Andrew Coates on Facebook Do you have long or short hands? Long or short legs? Here's how to become bigger and stronger,
regardless of your genetics. You don't have to hit people. But if you have to, this exercise will make it a one-punch fight. Think you're doing the best use of your gym time? Yes, probably not. It's time to get responsible and get smarter about your workouts. Here's how it's done. A lot of articles tell you that there's a pre-sex to make it better,
but it tells you that not eating that sometimes way is more important. Eggs eaten in this way are 45% more effective in increasing protein synthesis. Who needs a coach, coach, or excellent workout partner when you can do it? A low-budget solution to the big budget problem. CrossFit with weapons, supplement ingredient quizzes (with
prizes), and delicious food that keeps you full for hours. With smart training, not only do your lifts go up, but your posture needs to improve as well. Here's how to do it. A study of 50,000 people suggests an incredible simple and delicious way to give you stronger erections. Sorry, but if you want to get as jaded as possible, you need to do
more than squat, bench press, and deadlift. That's why. Is there a bench, a rack, a bar and a mountain of plates? Awesome. It's time to have some fun. The slanted press doesn't do what you think it does. Do this exercise instead. Jim Wendler 5/3/1/ Program promises slow and sustainable benefits that will eventually turn you into the
strongest guy in Gym. And it delivers, every time. Superset these two exercises to build back, chest and arms. It's actually quite a fun and challenging workout! The ultimate combination of the most powerful exercise weights and hardcore strength work. Get ready to be better... To all! Free weights are usually better, but not always. We
asked 6 trainers and pros about their favorite machine and how they love to use it. Check it out. Mom told me to knock you out. Always listen to your mom. Here are four exercises to help you build a knockout punch. You may not be overweight, but most people are resies according to one study. And you? We'll find out right now. Some
lifts avoid conditioning work because they are afraid of losing muscle... and their athleticism and waistline suffer. Here's the fix. The gym is full of phone-obsessed, squat rack curling wankers. Thank goodness these five amazing types of people are there too. Check them out. Can't spend a ton of time in the gym? Build a physique that
looks like you're doing. Make these exercises a priority. This new study will certainly surprise you. Check it out. Bodybuilding is full of programs used by improved lifts, but most people do not take drugs and cannot get good results. This is an effective program for them. This chemical goes away soreness, but it turns out it also makes the
injured and bruised muscles heal faster. Are you trying to throw a punch or are you playing cake pie? Here's how to develop raw, destructive power. Power.
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